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UPNVJ PR - UPN Veterans Jakarta has three new student admissions patterns, including the National Selection for
State University Admission (SNMPTN), Computer-Based Writing Examination - Joint Selection for State University
Admission (UTBK - SBMPTN) and Independent Selection (SEMA). In this case, SEMA S1 UPNVJ is divided into two
more lines/fields, namely the academic path that only uses UTBK scores and the achievement path. using a
combination of graduation criteria for academic pathways with academic and/or non-academic achievements, which
include achievements in the science, sports and arts olympiads ranked 1 to 3 at provincial, national, and international
levels in the last 3 (three) years, Hafiz Al-Quran at least 20 juz, OSIS Chair for at least one period, and YouTuber
Content Creator (YouTuber) for at least 10,000 subscribers.

In contrast to several other achievements, specifically for Hafidz Al-Quran and YouTube Content Creator (YCC) there
is one stage before the graduation announcement process, namely through the skill test stage. This skill test was
carried out face-to-face, located in two different places, Hafidz Al-Quran at the Manbaul Mosque – Ulum UPNVJ and
YCC located at Fisip UPNVJ.

This skill test activity was attended by the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, Dr. Anter Venus via online, in her
speech, Venus said that UPNVJ is a campus that provides a forum and appreciation for all prospective new students
who have above average achievements, especially Hafidz Al-Quran and YouTubers.

"For Hafidz Al-Quran, it will be assessed directly by Ustad/lecturers who are indeed competent in their fields, and
YouTubers will be tested by a team of assessors who are also experts. There are several assessments focused for
YouTubers; they will be judged from how they shoot the video, how they edit videos, and the content and its
originality,” explained Venus.

This year's skill test was attended by 19 participants, consisting of 18 Hafidz Al-Quran participants and 1 YouTuber
participant.
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